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Young Amar'e Stoudemire is back in the all-star basketball adventure--STAT: Standing Tall and

Talented!Eleven-year-old Amar'e Stoudemire has had a lot of success playing in tournaments and

street ball. But now it's time to try out for his school's team. Amar'e is good enough to play with the

older kids, and should probably be a starter. But the players that have been there the longest,

generally get the most playing time. Amar'e must deal with helping his team in a different way than

he's used to.Based on the life of All-Star NBA sensation Amar'e Stoudemire, who overcame many

obstacles to become one of the most popular figures in sports today.
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My son loves anything related to basketball so I was not surprised he liked these books. I asked him

how was the books as he had not mentioned them. His response was "awesome mom". Awesome

in a book? it just made my day as a parent. He continued by telling me about the books subjects....

about bullying and also the one when Stat started wearing glasses. My son who has had to deal

with both totally related to the stories. He is 8 and a die hard knick fan as well so it was a great

present.

I thought book do as great because it was fill ed with hard Tim's and hero meant to save the day



and other people. The big hero was Amare because he helped win the last game in a big way and

he also helped save seeks grade so feel can play in the game.

I always loved to read the STAT books but this was my favorite. I was so addicted to the book, my

parents said I was reading too much and they took it away. Don't worry I still read it because I found

it.

My son has read the entire series and he loves this last book also. He mentioned that he has

learned tools that he had been applying to deal with bullies and kids with unsportsmanlike behavior

during games, practices, and on the playgrounds. Parents have come up to me to commend my son

on his behavior. My son tells me that it's because of things he's read in these books. So, I'd

definitely recommend these books for young athletes and others.

it was amazing how AMARE started from the bottom of the team and then became one of the most

important and liked people on the team. Also when he stood up and went against Kurt in practice

was good the only bad part is I wish it was longer

One of the best books ever. Now a days I look back before STAT was playin for my Knicks I'm

happy we got him and he should make more great books resembling him!!!!

I love this book really inspiring, great length. Awesome for all kids 8 through 14. I love that Amar'e

himself wrote the book. Overall amazing book!!!

It really made me happy when stat made the game winning shot and was officially a bear

playerThanks Amar'e:-):-):-)
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